On 03/07/2014 one unidentified dead body was brought to the Srinagar Civil Hospital. 5 was recovered by the police officials from the main road of Gola road and was shifted to the Gola Civil Hospital. The body was identified as Bashir Ahmad Wani, R/o: Malmapanpora, greater kashmir. Mr. Wani was missing from 03/07/2014. A poster delineating his photograph was put on the roads, bus-stands and at hospitals for making donation. Many such poor persons and orphans who are very shy and modest about asking for financial assistance or alms. We should detect and identify such persons and institutes as soon as possible to provide some financial assistance and support. It is suggested that if the account number of religious institutes: Deeni-Madaaris may be sought from the people of the Madrasah, and then the amount of donation will be transferred to the account of that Madrasah, it will save the expenditure on the salaries of the representatives: Safeer, and the same saving amount will also be spent on the poor men and women of the Muslim community. In future, the phone numbers and the account numbers will be transferred to the University. The arrangements to scrutinize the representatives: Safeer of such Madaaris that are established outside of the J&K state, could not be put in practice. Moreover, the arrangements to scrutinize the representatives: Safeer of such Madaaris that are established in the J&K state also were inoperative due to non-availability of necessary original documents in the Business School.

GOVERNMENT OF JAMMU AND KASHMIR
Office of the Chairman Departmental Recruitment Board, All J&K College posts...

RECRUITMENT NOTIFICATION

We request all the candidates of Category: 'C' who have applied for the post of Junior Assistant (IA) (S.K.) in the cadre of Grants Commission (Minimum Standard and procedures for Award of Ph.D.) 38/2014 Dated: 30th June, 2014 in accordance with the University Bhopal under Notification No. 232/329-l3/ Botany/BU/Conf./Ph.D./39/2014/2218 dated: 2nd July, 2014. In accordance with the Professor Political Science, Govt. Hamidia Arts University Bhopal submitted his thesis entitled 'the role of dissent in the Kashmir movement' who pursued B.A. Political Science, Barkatullah University Department of Political Science (M.A.), Bhopal.

Note: Any information regarding this person may contact Police Station Shergarh Srinagar. Gopi Singh R/o Tulsi Bagh, Srinagar Contact No: 9419058777